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9.9 cu ft refrigerator magic chef

Click the image above to view the full picture more temperature control control views for custom cooling options store discoloration refrigerator glass shelves provide for easy storage and easy cleaning door boxes and bottle rack keep your spices and larger bottles can easily easily easily easily produce crisp produce provides storage for your products at the
door can allow you to grab your beverage boxes with easy automatic additional automatic convenience separate compartment top compartment for frozen food storage 2 doors reversable allowing you to place the refrigerator According to the requirements of your space brand Magic Chef type model freestanding HVDR1040W Union Code Union Galore
66567005260 Capabilities (cu. ft.) 9.9 weight (lb) 119.1 width (in) 24 height (in) 59.8 depth (in) 26.1 Manual HVDR1040W.pdf energy guide no videos this product is currently out of stock. Magic Chef 9.9 cu. The top freezer refrigerator is perfect between the cooling machine between - more spacious than a miniature but more compact than a normal home
unit. It is a convenient device for small kitchens, lounge rooms, office kitchen or anywhere with space restrictions. It has a small footprint but offers many cold storage options for food and beverages, including a crisp glass-covered to keep the production fresh. It is equipped with two adjustable high glass shelves in the refrigerator and one chip-out wire shelf
in the refrigerator, with many other storage options in the steel reversible doors. The adjustable analog temperature control system provides different temperature settings, giving you great control over the internal temperature of the glass refrigerator shelves providing for easy storage and easy cleaningSolar productionClaris production Clarice providing
storage for your bearing products door allows you to grab your beverage boxes with easeClear door boxes and bottle rack keep ing your spices and the largest accessible bottlesRefrigerator has 9.9 cu. ft. Capacity that fits perfectly in the smallest upper spaces of the freezer convenient for storeing frozen food for the doors Additional reversible allows you to
place the compact refrigerator according to the requirements of your space food section internal fresh has an internal incandescent light © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, inc. or affiliate © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, inc. or affiliate summary: Does Magic Chef HVRR1040 refrigerator stop working?  Don't throw it away yet!!!  This quick fix can save you hundreds of
dollars.  Connect your broken refrigerator.  Something?  Empty your freezer, stick your head in there and listen.  Do you hear voices coming from the back of the freezer every minute or so?  See through the openings in the back panel of the refrigerator.  When you hear those sounds, do you see the fan blades spin and then stop quickly?  If so, I have a $20
fix for your broken refrigerator! I live in a small house, so I They have a need (or space) for a standard 25-30 cubic feet refrigerator.  Unfortunately, due to everything large size, there are not many options for small flat sized refrigerators.  So, after doing some research, landed on the 9.9 Cube Magic Chef HVDR1040.  It comes in three different colors, white
(HVDR1040W), stainless steel (HVDR1040ST), and stainless look (HVDR1040S) which is what I got.  The refrigerator came with a 1-year warranty, a 5-year compressor guarantee.  After about 14 months, the refrigerator started cooling irregularly, sometimes working, sometimes not, apparently randomly.  So i stopped working completely now, I'm cheap, so
I really don't want to throw a new refrigerator practically.  It seems like a waste of time and of course the magic chef was not helping all the last warranty period.  So I started shooting with the fridge attached, I could hear it making small noises every 10-15 seconds or so, so I knew she was trying to do something.  I narrowed the noise to the freezer after my
ears, i found a small fan tucked behind the back panel of the refrigerator, and certainly, every 10-15 seconds, the fan will start spinning, and then stop immediately!  This part is sometimes called a evaporator fan or an intense fan.  A potential problem has existed! I disassembled the rear panel, the fan plug, the TA-DA, the refrigerator compressor (down at the
bottom back of the refrigerator) fired up a few seconds later and the refrigerator started cooling again!  I plugged the fan back in and turned the compressor off.  Then i disconnected the fan and started working again.  It can be said that the fan is the issue.  Basically, most of the cooling of the refrigerator and the entire freezer occurs in the refrigerator.  The
fan in question is controlled by the heat regulator and the cold air is blown down from the refrigerator to the refrigerator as needed to maintain the temperature of a particular refrigerator.  That's why this refrigerator model, items that are places on the back of the top shelf will freeze sometimes.  Anyway, something short in the fan, and in order to protect the
rest of the components of the refrigerator, the entire system stops working.  Resolve?  Get a new fan! There are two options here.  Option 1 is to buy the original (OEM) engine fan, which is part number 50240401000Q.  The cheapest I could find after an hour of searching was $70 (see link below), which sounds crazy considering $70 is about 1/4 for the price
of what I paid for the entire refrigerator.  Option 2 is to buy something that is a close match.  The best you can find is the Samsung DA31-00146E which was $19 (see link below).  The original part is plug-and-play, no modifications are required.  Samsung requires 5-15 minutes of modifications, depending on the level of skills and tools required. I have
outlined the entire reform process below. This reform certainly works for the following: Models: Magic Chef HVDR1040STMAGIC Chef HVDR1040WMic Chef HVDR1040STThS Repair is likely to work on the following models, which seem to re-badge versions of Magic Chef HVDR1040. Midea WHD-366FWEW1Impecca RA-2103STImpecca RA-
2103WImpecca RA-2103SSFridgidaire FFTR1022QWFridgidaire FFTR102QMFridgidaire FFTR102 2QBInsignia NS-RTM10WH7INSIGNIA NS-RTM10BK8Summit FF1073Summit FF173SIMSummit FF1073WSummit FF1073WIMThere may be other similarly designed refrigerators that this work on, but proceed at your own risk. Total estimated repair time -
20-45 minutes, depending on the methodTools required for OEM-OEM replacement fan part 50240401000Q ($70) - Philips Head Screwdriver (if you don't already have jewelers set like the one below, get one!) Flat head screw driver - additional knife tool tools are required for non-OEM fan replacement - non-OEM part number Samsung DA31-00146E ($19)-
Superglue or similar adhesive- cut/grind wheel, bolt cutters, heavy duty scraps capable of cutting 3/16 metal rod. You are a rotary tool similar to the one associated below.- Wire strippers (or use a utility knife carefully) step 1: As always when working around electrified devices, unplug the refrigerator. Clear the freezer, but maybe you did it because all your
food got worse, right?  At the top left and the top right of the rear panel there are two small plastic caps (1/2 inch).  Get a small screwdriver or knife blade tool underneath and remove.  This will reveal two screwed.  Remove those bolts Step 2: Start pulling the top of the back panel towards you.  You must begin to break free.  There will be a bit of resistance
since there is adhesive foam tape all the way around this painting.  After a free top, use your flathead screw driver to loosen the sides.  There are two sections on each side you'll need to work for free, one halfway down, and one about 2 from the bottom corner. Step 3: Once you have a free back plate, the rear plumbing of the refrigerator will be exposed,
and the rear panel that you have just removed will be connected to the freezer by a single cable.  Remove the back panel from the fridge, then plug the fridge back.  Does the refrigerator compressor start working in a few minutes?  If yes, then connect the fan again.  Does the refrigerator compressor stop working immediately?  If the answer is yes, I found
your problem.  Continue to Step 4.  If not, this may not be your problem. Step 4: With the removal of the rear panel, you can see that the fan is very cleverly tucked into the panel.  First, remove two visible screws located near the fan at 2 o'clock and 8 o'clock.  Then cut the support metal foil along the seam between two pieces of plastic as shown in the
picture.  Grab the fan, start pulling up, and separating a piece of plastic that attaches the fan to from The largest freezer plate.  As you do, release two clips at the bottom of the plate, and a piece of plastic the fan is attached to will come free. Step 5: Flip on a piece that you just remove so that the fan blades are visible.   If you spin the fan blade, you should
see one screw tucked under the blade.  Oscillation of your screw driver through the fan blade, remove this screw.  The opposite side is held only in place, until the fan vibrates around and pulls it for free! Step 6: Remove the fan blade from the engine (part with attached wires) by holding the engine and pulling up on the fan blade.  It may require a bit of power,
but the fan blade will slip off the metal engine shaft.  Remove a piece of white plastic under the fan blade.  If you have purchased an OEM fan engine, go to Step 9.Step 7: If you have purchased a non-OEM engine, continue reading.  You will notice that the three wires of the wire harness are connected to the engine in a way that does not lead to easy
replacement.  Cut these wires off so you can reuse the wire harness, leaving enough wires attached to the old fan so that you can see any wire going to where.  On samsung's new engine, you'll see three pins (one empty) where you'll need to reattach the old wire harness.  Strip about 1/2 of the infused off all three wires, then spin the wire around a small
round object (toothpick, paper clip, etc.), forming wires in a form that will slide around the pins of the new engine.  Slide the wires on the new pins, make sure the wires sit well on the pins using your small round object and push the wire down.  Once you're sure the wires are sitting, fill the pins with your super-glue or sticker.  Let it dry if you are having trouble
getting all three wires to stay at the same time, just do one at a time, allowing the adhesive set on one wire before starting the other. Step 8: With the completion of the wiring, you will notice that the engine shaft on the new engine is about 3/8 to 1/2 longer than the original.  Using your torture device of choice (wheel cutting, grinding wheel, bolt cutters,
scraps), shortening the new engine shaft so it is the same length as the original.  It doesn't have to be perfect, but you want it within 1/8 or so.  Smooth the edges of your newly cut engine shaft as necessary.  You'll need to be able to pass the old fan blade on to the shaft.  Note, you don't need to remove the shaft.  I just did it for clarity.  (As aside, you can
remove shafts and magnets from the motors.  The old shaft/magnet will fall into the new engine housing, but for whatever reason, it will not work when plugging, so there is something incompatible there, thus needing to trim the new shaft to the appropriate size, rather than just doing a swap.  I guess that might save some of you. Tinkering some time.) Step 9:
Plug the new engine back in the fridge and wait.  In less than a minute, the refrigerator should recognize the new engine is attached, the compressor should fire up, and the engine shaft fan should start spinning.  Lightly touchthe engine shaft to check its operation. Step 10: Place the plastic piece back on the fan shaft, followed by the original fan blade. Just
gently push the fan blade over the shaft until it stops.  From this point, the installation is the opposite of the removal.  There's nothing hard about getting things back together.  Just work in the opposite direction Step 11: Enjoy food and beer at a reasonable temperature again.  If you feel particularly salty, feel free to raise a middle finger and wave it in the air in
the planned obsolescence and culture throw away. Questions? Issues? Comments?  Contact! Touch!
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